Abstract
Introduction
Trust and reputation underlies every face-to-face trade. A major weakness of electronic markets is the raised level of risk associated with the loss of the notions of trust and reputation. In an on-line setting, trading partners have limited information about each other's reliability or the product quality during the transaction. The analysis by Akerloff in 1970 on the Market for Lemons is also applicable to the electronic market. The main issue pointed out by Akerloff about such markets is the information asymmetry between the buyers and sellers. The buyers know about their own trading behavior and the quality of the products they are selling. On the other hand, the sellers can at best guess at what the buyers know from information gathered about them, such as their trustworthiness and reputation.
Trading partners use each others' reputations to reduce this information asymmetry so as to facilitate trusting trading relationships.
Reputation reporting systems have been implemented in e-commerce systems such as eBay, Amazon, etc., and have been credited with these systems' successes (Resnick, et al., 2000a) . Several research reports have found that seller reputation has significant influences on on-line auction prices, especially for high-valued items (Houser and Wooders, 2000; Dewan and Hsu, 2001) . Trust between buyers and sellers can be inferred from the reputation that agents have in the system. How this inference is performed is often hand-waved by those designing and analyzing such systems as Zacharia and Maes (1999) , Houser and Wooders (2001) . Moreover, many studies do not take into account possibilities of deception and distrust. As shown by Dellarocas (2000) , several easy attacks on reputation systems can be staged. These studies also do not examine issues related to the ease of changing one's pseudonym online. As Friedman and Resnick (1998) have pointed out, an easily modified pseudonym system creates the incentive to misbehave without paying reputational consequences.
Besides electronic markets, trust and reputation play important roles in distributed systems in general. For example, a trust model features prominently in Zimmermann's Pretty Good Privacy system (Zimmermann, 1995; Khare and Rifkin, 1997) . The reputation system in the anonymous storage system Free Haven is responsible for creating accountability of user and component actions (Dingledine, et al, 2001) . Trust management in the system Publius allows it to publish materials anonymously such that censorship of and tampering with any publication in the system is rendered very difficult (Waldman, et al., 2000) .
Despite the obvious usefulness of trust and reputation, conceptual gaps exist in current models about them. Resnick and Zeckhauser (2000b) have pointed out the so called Pollyanna effect in their study of the eBay reputation reporting system. This effect refers to the disproportionately positive feedbacks from users and rare negative feedbacks. They have also pointed out that despite the incentives to free ride (for not providing feedbacks), feedbacks by agents are provided in more than half of the transactions. This violates the rational alternative of taking advantage of the system without spending the effort to provide feedback. Current trust and reputation models cannot account for these observations.
How is "reputation" related to "trust", "image", "propensity to reciprocate" or other related concepts? Fundamentally, reputation is a social concept. This paper attempts to first understand reputation by comparing and contrasting notions of reputation and trust from various social and scientific disciplines. Secondly, this paper proposes a computational model of trust and reputation based on studies across diverse disciplines to provide an integrated account of these concepts and their relationships.
Understanding Trust and Reputation
Trust and reputation have become important topics of research in many fields. This section reviews a few of the important studies.
Scientometrics refers to the study of measuring research outputs such as journal impact factors. Reputation as used by this community usually refers to number of cross citations that a given author or journal has accumulated over a period of time (Garfield, 1955) . As pointed out by Makino, et al., 1998 and others, cross citation is a reasonable but sometimes confounded measure of one's reputation.
Economists have studied reputation in game theoretic settings. Entry deterrence is one of the early areas for game theorists' study of reputation. Kreps and Wilson (1982) postulate that imperfect information about players' payoffs creates "reputation effects" for multi-stage games. They claim that an incumbent firm seeks to acquire an early reputation for being "tough" in order to decrease the probability for future entries into the industry. Milgrom and Roberts (1982) report similar findings by using asymmetric information to explain the reputation phenomenon. For an incumbent firm, it is rational to seek a "predation" strategy for early entrants even if "it is costly when viewed in isolation, because it yields a reputation which deters other entrants." (ibid.)
In the computer science literature, Marsh (1994) is among the first to introduce a computational model for trust in the distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) community. He did not model reputation in his work. As he has pointed out, several limitations exist for his simple trust model. Firstly, trust is represented in his model as a subjective real number between the arbitrary range -1 and +1. The model exhibits problems at the extreme values and at 0. Secondly, the operators and algebra for manipulating trust values are limited and have trouble dealing with negative trust values. Marsh also pointed to difficulties with the concept of "negative" trust and its propagation.
Zacharia and Maes (1999) have suggested that reputation in an on-line community can be related to the ratings that an agent receives from others, and have pointed out several criteria for such rating systems. Their mathematical formulation for the calculation of reputation can at best be described as intuitivewithout justifications except the intuitive appeal of the resulting reputation dynamics.
Abdul-Rahman, et al, (2000) have proposed that the trust concept can be divided into direct and recommender trust. They represent direct trust as one of four agent-specified values about another agent ("very trustworthy", "trustworthy", "untrustworthy", and "very untrustworthy"). Recommended trust can be derived from word-of-mouth recommendations, which they consider as "reputation". The translation from recommendations to trust is performed through an adhoc scheme. Ad-hoc formulation plagues several other proposals for reputation/trust systems such as those in Whether online reputation systems contribute to trade is answered by several research analysis of existing systems. Resnick and Zeckhauser (2000b) have analyzed the feedback rating system used in eBay as a reputation system. "Reputation" is taken to be a function of the cumulative positive and non-positive ratings for a seller or buyer. Trust by one agent of another is inferred by an implicit mechanism. They have characterized a few aspects of this mechanism.
Houser and Wooders (2000) have studied auctions in eBay and describe reputation as the propensities to default -for a buyer, it is the probability that if the buyer wins, he will deliver the payment as promised before the close of the auction; for a seller, it is the probability that once payment is received, he will deliver the item auctioned. However, they did not model how reputation is built; nor how trust is derived from reputation.
Both Lucking-Reily, et al. (1999) and Bajari and Hortacsu (2000) have examined coin auctions in eBay. The economic studies have provided empirical evidence of reputation effects in internet auctions. Bajari and Hortacsu (2000) have also reported the "winner's curse" phenomenon in their analysis. This phenomenon refers to a fall in the bidder's expected profits when the expected number of bidders is increased.
"Be nice to others who are nice to you" seems to be a social dictum well permeated in our society for encouraging social cooperation. It is also very much related to trust and reputation, as well as to the concept of "reciprocity" as studied by evolutionary biologists. Trivers (1971) has suggested the idea of reciprocal altruism as an explanation for the evolution of cooperation. Altruists indirectly contribute to their fitness (for reproduction) through others who reciprocate back. Reputation and trust can potentially help to distinguish altruists from those disguised as such, thereby preventing those in disguise from exploiting the altruists. Alexander (1987) greatly extended this idea to the notion of indirect reciprocity. In situations involving cooperators and defectors, indirect reciprocity refers to reciprocating toward cooperators indirectly through a third party. Indirect reciprocity "…involves reputation and status, and results in everyone in the group continually being assessed and reassessed." Alexander has argued that indirect reciprocity (and reputation and status) is integral to the proper functioning of human societies. Sigmund (1998, 2000) use the term image to denote the total points gained by a player by reciprocation. The implication is that image is equal to reputation.
Image score is accumulated (or decremented) for direct interaction among agents. Following the studies by Pollock and Dugatkin (1992), Nowak and Sigmund (1998) have also studied the effects of observers on image scores. Observers have a positive effect on the development of cooperation by facilitating the propagation of observed behavior (image) across a population. Castelfranchi, et al. (1998) explicitly have reported that communication about "Cheaters"'s bad reputation in a simulated society is vital to the fitness of agents who prefer to cooperate with others.
Among sociologists, reputation as a quantitative concept is often studied as a network parameter associated with a society of agents (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) . Reputation or prestige is often measured by various centrality measures. An example is a measure proposed by Katz (1953) based on a stochastic coincidence matrix where entries record social linkages among agents. Because the matrix is stochastic, the right eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue of 1 is the stationary distribution associated with the stochastic matrix (Strang, 1988) . The values in the eigenvector represent the reputations of the individuals in the society. Unfortunately, these values are often global in nature, and lacks context dependence.
In summary, the trust and reputation studies examined so far have exhibited one or more of the following weaknesses:
• Differentiation of trust and reputation is either not made or the mechanism for inference between them is not explicit.
• Trust and reputation are taken to be the same across multiple contexts or are treated as uniform across time.
• Despite the strong sociological foundation for the concepts of trust and reputation, existing computational models for them are often not grounded on understood social characteristics of these quantities.
This paper proposes a computational model that attempts to address the concerns raised here. Trivers, 1971) . One important heuristics that has been found to pervade human societies is reciprocity norm for repeated interactions with the same parties (Becker, 1990; Gouldner, 1960) . In fact, people use reciprocity norms even in very short time-horizon interactions (McCabe, et al., 1996) . Reciprocity norms refer to social strategies that individuals learn which prompt them to "… react to the positive actions of others with positives responses and the negative actions of others with negative responses (Ostrom, 1998) . From common day experience, we know that the degree to which reciprocity is expected and used is highly variable from one individual to another. Learning the degree to which reciprocity is expected can be posed as a trust estimation problem. 1 Rational agents refer to those able to deliberate, ad infinitum, the best choice (for maximizing their private utility functions) without regard to computational limitations (c.f., Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991). 2 Bounded rationality refers to rationality up to limited computational capabilities (c.f. Simon, 1981) 3 Backward induction here refers to a style of inference based on inducting from the last game of a sequence of games by maximizing a given utility at each step (this style can also be characterized as dynamic programming) (c.f., Axelrod, 1984; Fudenberg and Tirole, 1996) . 4 A heuristic refers to "rules of thumb -that [individuals] have learned over time regarding responses that tend to give them good outcomes in particular kinds of situations." (Ostrom, 1998) There are many reciprocity strategies proposed by game-theoreticians; the most famous of which is the tit-for-tat strategy which has been extensively studied in the context of the Prisoners's Dilemma game (Axelrod, 1984; Pollock and Dugatkin, 1992; Nowak and Sigmund, 2000) . Not everyone in a society learns the same norms in all situations. Structural variables affect individuals' level of confidence and willingness to reciprocate. In the case of cooperation, some cooperate only in contexts where they expect reciprocation from their interacting parties. Others will only do so when they are publicly committed to an agreement.
Model Rationale
When facing social dilemmas 5 , trustworthy individuals tend to trust others with a reputation for being trustworthy and shun those deemed less so (Cosmides and Tooby, 1992) . In an environment where individuals "regularly" perform reciprocity norms, there is an incentive to acquire a reputation for reciprocative actions (Kreps, 1990; Milgrom, et al., 1990; Ostrom, 1998) . "Regularly" refers to a caveat observed by sociologists that reputation only serves a normative function in improving the fitness of those who cooperate while disciplining those who defect if the environment encourages the spreading of reputation information (Castelfranchi, et al., 1998) . In the words of evolutionary biologists, having a good reputation increases an agent's fitness in an environment where reciprocity norms are expected (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998) . Therefore, developing the quality for being trustworthy is an asset since trust affects how willing individuals are to participate in reciprocative interactions (Dasgupta, 2000; Tadelis, 1999) .
The following section will transform these statements into mathematical expressions.
The intuition behind the model given here is inspired by Ostrom's 1998 Presidential Speech to the American Political Society, which proposed a qualitative behavioral model for collective action.
To facilitate the model description, agents and their environment are to be defined. Consider the scenario that agent a j is evaluating a i 's reputation for being cooperative. The set of all agents that a j asks for this evaluation can be considered to be a unique society of N agents A (where both the elements in A and its size depend on different a j 's). A is called an "embedded social network" with respect to a j (Granovetter, 1985) :
Social dilemma refers to a class of sociological situations where maximization of personal utilities do not necessarily lead to the most desirable outcome. Tragedy of the commons (Hardin, 1968) or Prisoner's dilemma (Axelrod, 1984) is the most studied social dilemma.
The reputation of an agent a i is relative to the particular embedded social network in which a i is being evaluated.
It should be clear from the argument thus far that reciprocity, trust and reputation are highly related concepts. The following relationships are expected:
• Increase in agent a i 's reputation in its embedded social network A should also increase the trust from the other agents for a i .
• Increase in an agent a j 's trust of a i should also increase the likelihood that a j will reciprocate positively to a i 's action.
• Increase in a i 's reciprocating actions to other agents in its embedded social network A should also increase a i 's reputation in A.
Decrease in any of the three variables should lead to the reverse effects. Graphically, these intuitive statements create the following relationships among the three variables of interest: This paper uses the following definition for reciprocity:
• Reciprocity: mutual exchange of deeds (such as favor or revenge).
This definition is largely motivated by the many studies of reciprocity in which repeated games are played between two or more individuals (Raub and Weeisie, 1990; Boyd and Richersen 1989; Nowak and Sigmund, 1998). Two types of reciprocity are considered: direct reciprocity refers to interchange between two concerned agents; indirect reciprocity refers to interchange between two concerned agents interceded by mediating agents in between.
Reciprocity can be measured in two ways. Firstly, reciprocity can be viewed as a social norm shared by agents in a society.
The higher this "societal reciprocity," the more likely one expects a randomly selected agent from that society to engage in 6 Ostrom (1998) discusses how reciprocity affects the level of cooperation which affects the overall net benefits in a society. reciprocating actions. Secondly, reciprocity can be viewed as a dyadic variable between two agents (say a i and a j ). The higher this "dyadic reciprocity," the more one expects a i and a j to reciprocate each other's actions. In this latter case, no expectation about other agents should be conveyed. For any single agent a i , the cumulative dyadic reciprocity that a i engages in with other agents in a society should have an influence on a i 's reputation as a reciprocating agent in that society.
• Reputation: perception that an agent creates through past actions about its intentions and norms 7 Reputation is a social quantity calculated based on actions by a given agent a i and observations made by others in an "embedded social network" that a i resides (Granovetter, 1985) . a i 's reputation clearly affects the amount of trust that others have toward it. How is trust defined?
The definition for trust by Gambetta (1988) is often quoted in the literature: "… trust (or, symmetrically, distrust) is a particular level of the subjective probability with which an agent will perform a particular action, both before [it] can monitor such action (or independently of his capacity of ever to be able to monitor it) and in a context in which it affects [the agent's] own action" (ibid.). This paper elects the term "subjective expectation" rather than "subjective probability" to emphasize the point that trust is a summary quantity that an agent has toward another based on a number of former encounters between them:
• Trust: a subjective expectation an agent has about another's future behavior based on the history of their encounters.
Trust is a subjective quantity calculated based on the two agents concerned in a dyadic encounter. Dasgupta (2000) gave a similar definition for trust: the expectation of one person about the actions of others that affects the first person's choice, when an action must be taken before the actions of others are known. Given the simple model of interaction in Figure 1 , the rest of this paper operationalizes this model into mathematical statements that can be implemented in a real world system.
Notations for Model
To simplify the reasoning about the main quantities of interest (reciprocity, trust, and reputation), two simplifications are made in this paper. First, the embedded social networks in which agents are 7 Ostrom (1998) defines norm as "… heuristics that individuals adopt from a moral perspective, in that these are the kinds of actions they wish to follow in living their life." embedded are taken to be static. i.e., no new agents are expected to join or leave. Secondly, the action space is restricted to be:
In other words, only binary actions are considered. Let 0 < γ < 1 represents the level of reciprocity norm in the embedded social network where low γ represents low level of reciprocity and vice versa:
γ measures the amount of reciprocative actions that occur in a society. In other words, "cooperate" actions are met with "cooperate" response; "defect" actions are met with "defect" responses. How γ is derived in our model will be discussed shortly.
Let C be the set of all contexts of interest. The reputation of an agent is a social quantity that varies with time. Let θ ji (c) represent a i 's reputation in an embedded social network of concern to a j for the context c ∈ C. In this sense, reputation for a i is subjective to every other agent since the embedded social network that connects a i and a j is different for every different a j . Reputation is the perception that suggests an agent's intentions and norms in the embedded social network that connects a i and a j . θ ji (c) measures the likelihood that a i reciprocates a j 's actions, and can be reasonably represented by a probability measure:
Low θ ji (c) values confer low intention to reciprocate and high values indicate otherwise. As agent a i interacts with a j , the quantity θ ji (c) as estimated by a j is updated with time as a j 's perception about a i changes.
To model interactions among agents, the concept of an encounter between two agents is necessary. An encounter is an event between two agents (a i , a j ) within a specific context such that a i performs action α i and a j performs action α j . Let E represent the set of encounters. This set is characterized by:
where {⊥} represents the set of no encounter ("bottom"). While evaluating the trustworthiness of a i , any evaluating agent a j relies on its knowledge about a i garnered from former encounters or hearsay about a i . Let D ji (c) represents a history of encounters that a j has with a i within the context c: encounters with a i . Based on D ji (c), a j can calculate its trust toward a i , which expresses a j 's expectation of a i 's intention for reciprocation. The above statement can be translated to a pseudo-mathematical expression (which is explained latter in the paper):
The higher the trust level for agent a i , the higher the expectation that a i will reciprocate agent a j 's actions.
Computational Model
Consider two agents a and b, and assume that they care about each others' actions within a specific context c. For clarity, a single context 'c' is used for all variables. To be estimated is b's reputation in the eyes of a: θ ab . In this discussion, we take the viewpoint that a always perform "cooperate" actions and that a is assessing b's tendency to reciprocate cooperative actions. Let a binary random variable x ab (i) represent the ith encounter between a and b. x ab (i) takes on the value '1' if b's action is 'cooperate' (with a) and '0' otherwise. Let the set of n previous encounters between a and b be represented by: Assuming that each encounter's cooperation probability is independent of other encounters between a and b, the likelihood of p cooperations and (n -p) defections can be modeled as:
The Beta distribution turns out to be the conjugate prior for this likelihood (Heckerman, 1996) .
Combining the prior and the likelihood, the posterior estimate for θ becomes (the subscripts are omitted): In their next encounter, a's estimate of the probability that b will cooperate can be shown to be (ibid.):
Based on our model shown in Figure 1 , trust toward b from a is this conditional expectation of θ given D. The following theorem provides a bound on the parameter estimate θ .
Theorem (Chernoff Bound)
. Let x ab (1), x ab (2) , … x ab (m) be a sequence of m independent Bernoulli trials, 9 each with probability of success E(x ab ) = θ. Define the following estimator: The proof is a straightforward application of the additive form of the Chernoff (Hoeffding) Bound for Bernoulli trials (Ross, 1995) . Note that "success" in the theorem refers to cooperation in our example, but to reciprocation in general. Also note that ε refers to the deviation of the estimator from the actual parameter. In this sense, ε can be considered as a fixed error parameter (e.g., 0.05).
From the theorem, m represents the minimum number of encounters necessary to achieve the desired level of confidence and error. This minimum bound can be calculated as follows:
Let γ c = 1-δ. γ c is a confidence measure on the estimate θ . A γ c approaches 1, a larger m is required to achieve a given level of error bound ε. γ c can be chosen exogenously to indicate an agent's level of confidence for the estimated parameters. 9 The independent Bernoulli assumption made here for the sequence of encounters is unrealistic for repeated interactions between two agents. Refinements based on removing this assumption are work in progress. In our model, reciprocity represents a measure of reciprocative actions among agents.
A sensible measure for "dyadic reciprocity" is the proportion of the total number of cooperation/cooperation and defection/defection actions over all encounters between two agents. Similarly, "societal reciprocity" can be expressed as the proportion of the total number of cooperation/cooperation and defection/defection actions over all encounters in a social network. All encounters are assumed to be dyadic; encounters involving more than two agents are not modeled.
Let γ ab represent the measured dyadic reciprocity between agent a and b. If γ ab < γ c , calculated reputation and trust estimates fall below the exogenously determined critical value γ c and are not reliable.
Complete Stranger Prior Assumption
If agents a and b are complete strangers -with no previous encounters and no mutually known friends, an ignorance assumption is made. When these two strangers first meet, their estimate for each other's reputation is assumed to be uniformly distributed across the reputation's domain:
For the Beta prior, values of c 1 =1 and c 2 =1 yields such a uniform distribution.
Propagation Mechanism for Reputation
The last section has considered how reputation can be determined when two agents are concerned. This section extends the analysis to arbitrary number of agents. A schematic diagram of an embedded social network for agents a and b is shown in the figure below: where m ab is the number of encounters between agents a and b. Intuition of this formula is as follows: arguments by Chernoff bound in the last section have established a formula to calculate the minimum sample size of encounters to reach a confidence (and error) level about the estimators. Above a given level of sample size, the estimator is guaranteed to yield the specified level of confidence. Therefore, such an estimate can be considered as "reliable" with respect to the confidence specification. Any sample size less than the threshold s is bound to yield less reliable estimates. As a first order approximation, a linear drop-off in reliability is assumed here.
For each chain in the parallel network, how should the total weight be tallied? Two possible methods are plausible: additive and multiplicative. The problem with additive weight is that if the chain is "broken" by a highly unreliable link, the effect of that unreliability is local to the immediate agents around it. In a long social chain however, an unreliability chain is certain to cast serious doubt on the reliability of any estimate taken from the chain as a whole. On the other hand, a multiplicative weighting has "long-distance" effect in that an unreliable link affects any estimate based on a path crossing that link. The form of a multiplicative estimate for chain i's weight (w i ) can be: where l i refers to the total number of edges in chain i and w ij refers to the j th segment of the i th chain. Once the weights of all chains of the parallel network between the two end nodes are calculated, the estimate across the whole parallel network can be sensibly expressed as a weighted sum across all the chains: 11 In general, embedded social networks do not form nonoverlapping parallel chains. This arbitrary graph case is discussed in a forthcoming paper. and i w is the normalized weight of path i ( i w sum over all i yields 1). r ab can be interpreted as the overall perception that a garnered about b using all paths connecting the two.
Conclusion
This paper has surveyed the literatures on trust and reputation models across diverse disciplines.
A number of significant shortcomings of these models have been pointed out. We have attempted to integrate our understanding across the surveyed literatures to construct a computational model of trust and reputation. Our model has the following characteristics:
• makes explicit the difference between trust and reputation • defines reputation as a quantity relative to the particular embedded social network of the evaluating agent and encounter history • defines trust as a dyadic quantity between the trustor and the trustee which can be inferred from reputation data about the trustee • proposes a probabilistic mechanism for inference among trust, reputation, and level of reciprocity
The explicit formulation of trust, reputation, and related quantities suggests a straightforward implementation of the model in a multi-agent environment (such as an electronic market). Two immediate future works follow what is presented in this paper. Firstly, the propagation mechanism for reputation only applies to parallel networks. Extending the mechanism to arbitrary graphs with reasonable computational complexity would generalize the model proposed here. A forthcoming paper addresses this mechanism. Secondly, although context is explicitly modeled in the parameters studied here, cross-contexts estimation for the parameters in our model is not addressed. A simple scheme is to create vectorized versions of the quantities studied in this paper. More complex schemes would involve semantic inferences across different contexts.
